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CFHH Programming Update: April 

2018 
 

 

Date 
Implemented 

Updates to CFHH site  

07/03/18 CFHH_3.43 

 MDT Viewer can now see Mobile Analytics 

 Clinicians now cannot edit device serial number if device is assigned 
and inhalations have been recorded from it 

 Clinical observations are now displayed 

 Data Observatory Export has been partially implemented 

 Fixed a bug which was stopping users from seeing drug name in 
Prescriptions when ‘Other’ had been selected in drug dropdown 

 Clinicians can now view adherence for a patient when they have 
“MDT data sharing” as “off” 

 Patient now cannot add action and coping plans that have too many 
characters. 

 Clinicians can now see Video Toolkits in the patient report  
 

06/02/18 CFHH_3.42 

 Fix for patient overview showing wrong prescription week duration 

 Clinical observations validation and name changes 

 Clinicians can now include an end date for continuous prescriptions 
 

01/02/18 CFHH_3.41 

 Fixed a bug that added duplicate inhalations in the inhalation_data 
export 

 MDT Viewers can now add Absolute FEV1 when adding or editing 
patient details 

 Fixed prescription end date being 1 day too long when using weekly 
selector 

 Fixed historic patient data for mixed up serial numbers 
 

26/01/18 CFHH_3.40 

 Fixed a bug for push notifications 
 

18/01/18 CFHH_3.39 

 Important fixes for sending push notifications 
 

14/01/18 CFHH_3.38 

 Fixed the bug around input of clinical observation data 
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12/01/18 CFHH_3.37 

 Added an email address for the Admin account so they can login 

 Allowed credentials to be set for push notification proxy 

 Put patient videos who were not already in the "People with CF" 
category into it 

 MDT Viewer can now enter BMI, FEV1 & Date (for FEV1) 
 

04/01/18 CFHH_3.36 

 Fix for sending push notifications on Android phones 

 Clinicians can now record when a patient has withdrawn their 
consent 

 Allowed clinicians to view Mobile Analytics 
 

 


